Reflex modification audiometry: assessment of acoustic sensory processing in the term neonate.
Behavioral and physiological work in animals and adult humans have established the sensitivity of various procedures and allowed delineation of the neuroanatomical pathways involved in sensory processing. Herein we used the glabellar reflex and reflex modification procedures to assess acoustic sensory processing capabilities in the term newborn infant. The eyeblink-eliciting device consisted of a miniature solenoid which could deliver a controlled tap. A photoreflective densitometer attached to a TDH-39 earphone assessed the eyeblinks. A total of 98 term infants was studied to determine how a response to a reflex-eliciting event (tap) was modified (either augmented or inhibited) by a mild exteroceptive stimulus (tone) which was presented at an appropriate lead interval. Ninety adult subjects were given identical testing procedures and their data were compared to that of the infants. The results of this study showed that newborn infants reliably exhibited an eyeblink response after a tap to the glabella. With fixed intensity tones, frequencies from 1 to 4 kHz produced equivalent amounts of reflex augmentation in infants and adult subjects. Blink amplitude increased as a function of increased tap and tone intensity in both infants and adults. State change was shown to affect the amplitude of the reflexive eyeblink, but not the augmentation effect. However, neonates failed to show inhibition to either acoustic lactile stimuli at an interstimulus interval that produced significant inhibition in the adult. These data indicate that reflex modification procedures provide an objective assessment of acoustic sensory processing in the term neonate.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)